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PRICE: $4 Daily
# of STALLS: 366

DAY LOT A

$3.55 Daily w/ ann. pass
$2.37 Daily w/ sem. pass
# of STALLS: 35

OPEN LOT 9

D

D

$3.55 Daily w/ ann. pass
$2.37 Daily w/ sem. pass
# of STALLS: 277

OPEN LOT 1

PRICE: $10 Daily
# of STALLS: 365
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N
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PRICE: $5.13 Daily
# of STALLS: 308

D

D

D

PRICE: $4 Daily
# of STALLS: 372

DAY LOT B

PRICE: $5.91 Daily
# of STALLS: 1175

NEW PARKADE

LOT 8
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D

PRICE: $10 Daily
# of STALLS: 342

PARKADE

D
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PRICE: $7.11 Daily
# of STALLS: 73

D

PRICE: $5.13 Daily
# of STALLS: 231

GATED LOT 5

EAST GATE

D

$3.55 Daily w/ ann. pass
$2.37 Daily w/ sem. pass
# of STALLS: 434

OPEN LOT 4

D

D STARTING POINT

Assumed walking speed: 4.8km/h

DAY LOT A
DAY LOT B
OPEN LOT 1
SHORT-TERM 2
GATED LOT 3
OPEN LOT 4
GATED LOT 5
OPEN LOT 6
OPEN LOT 7
SHORT -TERM 8
PARKADE
NEW PARKADE
OPEN LOT 9

EAST GATE ENTRANCE
0.56 KM (0:07 MIN)
0.69 KM (0:09 MIN)
0.49 KM (0:06 MIN)
0.40 KM (0:05 MIN)
0.37 KM (0:05 MIN)
0.47 KM (0:06 MIN)
0.28 KM (0:03 MIN)
0.42 KM (0:05 MIN)
0.27 KM (0:03 MIN)
0.19 KM (0:02 MIN)
0.17 KM (0:02 MIN)
0.26 KM (0:03 MIN)
0.54 KM (0:07 MIN)

0

$500

$1000

$1500

Based on 152 yearly school days

GATED

OPEN (SEM.)
OPEN (ANN.)

Distances are approximations based on calculations from
http://www.walkjogrun.net. They don’t factor in any external forces,
such as vehicle or pedestrian traffic or weather conditions.

MOUNT ROYAL REC
0.71 KM (0:09 MIN)
0.83 KM (0:10 MIN)
0.15 KM (0:02 MIN)
0.17 KM (0:02 MIN)
0.35 KM (0:04 MIN)
0.41 KM (0:05 MIN)
0.45 KM (0:06 MIN)
0.80 KM (0:10 MIN)
0.60 KM (0:07 MIN)
0.52 KM (0:06 MIN)
0.51 KM (0:06 MIN)
0.49 KM (0:06 MIN)
0.36KM (0:04 MIN)

All price calculations based on average of 19
school days per month from Jan-Apr. 2010 +
Sept-Dec. 2010. (Excludes weekends and
school holidays and assumes every eligible
day of exams. )

LOT

SHORT-TERM

WEST GATE ENTRANCE
0.76 KM (0:10 MIN)
0.89 KM (0:11 MIN)
0.32 KM (0:04 MIN)
0.21 KM (0:03 MIN)
0.17 KM (0:02 MIN)
0.26 KM (0:03 MIN)
0.32 KM (0:04 MIN)
0.62KM (0:08 MIN)
0.47 KM (0:06 MIN)
0.39 KM (0:05 MIN)
0.38 KM (0:05 MIN)
0.46 KM (0:06 MIN)
0.51 KM (0:06 MIN)

DAY

DISTANCE BREAKDOWN

$3.55 Daily w/ ann. pass
$2.37 Daily w/ sem. pass
# of STALLS: 508

OPEN LOT 7

OPEN LOT 6

$3.55 Daily w/ ann. pass
$2.37 Daily w/ sem. pass
# of STALLS: 258

PRICE: $2.37 Daily
# of STALLS: 34

CARPOOL

$2000

PARKADE

Yearly Parking Fees

NEW PARAKDE

GATED LOT 3

Illustration by Bryan Weismiller
© 2010

CARPOOL

MRU’s parking in perspective
Everybody has to get to school somehow. There are myriad options — public transit, carpool, biking,
walking or driving — though most people choose the latter, often enduring rush hour on Calgary’s roads and
gridlock in the parking lots in search of a coveted — and legal — parking spot that won’t result in a parking
ticket.
With the new parkade nearing completion and parking permits always in high demand, we chose to take a
holistic look at the state of Mount Royal’s parking to see if this situation will ever shift from neutral into drive.

New parkade may ease strain on other lots
Mount Royal University’s new parkade has the appeal of an ice-cold
glass of lemonade in the middle of the desert. However, paying to park
in the new lot may leave students feeling like they’re seeing a mirage.
The parkade will create an additional 1,175 parking stalls, but it will
cost $450 for a January-June 2011 pass, and $900 per year thereafter.
“I think it’s over-priced. It’s not even connected to any of the main
buildings,” said Fahad Zaidi, a third-year information systems major.
“I’d rather park by west gate or somewhere cheaper.”
“Nobody’s getting rich off parking,” said Mike Reed, director of business and retail services at Mount Royal. “Parking operates on a breakeven basis and any surplus goes into the transportation reserve fund.”
Reed added that most people have commuter choices and that the
new parkade will help ensure that “everyone who wants to park on
campus will have a place to park.”
Even cash-strapped students can benefit from the additional stalls
being added.
“I’m in favour of it, especially if it opens up spots in cheaper lots,” said
Kelly O’Keefe, a fourth-year psychology student. “I would never pay
$450 for it, but I guess that’s supply and demand.”
The parkade is expected to open in January 2011.
— Bryan Weismiller

Mount Royal parking cheapest in town
The search for an empty parking stall during peak class time at Mount
Royal University may feel like a pipe dream, but if you’ve scored a parking permit, you’re paying some of the lowest parking rates of Calgary’s
three major post-secondary institutions.
Monthly or semester parking passes were the only comparable types
of permits available at all three institutions — MRU, University of
Calgary and SAIT. Unless a student chooses to hike from the west side
of McMahon Stadium to class at U of C (it costs $120 per term, or $1.57
per day to park at the stadium, based on 76 school days per semester),
MRU has the lowest parking rate, at $180 per term, or $2.37 per day.
A semester parking permit for the U of C Arts Parkade, on the south
side of campus, costs $478, or $6.28 per day. SAIT only sells parking
permits on a monthly basis, for $140, but eight months of buying this
pass works out to $1,120, or $7.36 a day.
In terms of annual parking, MRU’s gated parking ($780 per year or
$5.13 per day) is the most expensive, but open lot parking ($540
per year or $3.55 per day) is still less expensive than U of C’s yearly
$632-$680 ($4.15-$4.47 per day).
— Catherine Szabo

Students use Twitter to avoid parking tickets
Several Mount Royal University students have come together to protect fellow illegal parkers using 140 characters or less.
The parking vigilantes, collectively known as MRUparksafe, use
Twitter to report whenever the Calgary Parking Authority is spotted
around campus.
The reports often contain pictures and co-ordinates of the CPA’s
whereabouts. They are tweeted and retweeted by one central account,
MRU parksafe.
“Parkers of the world unite!” reads their Twitter profile. “Help us rat
out those pesky parking patrollers.”
Eiblis Doherty, a second-year broadcasting student, doesn’t have a
parking permit, and checks Twitter before deciding whether or not to
buy a daily parking pass.
“I full-heartedly support what MRUparksafe is doing and I’m trying
to get everyone else in the school to hear about it as well,” Doherty said.
A recent spotting reported on Twitter means that she’ll choose to pay,
or sometimes she’ll get a notification that means she should expect to
see a ticket once she gets out of class.
MRUparksafe currently has over 100 followers, including Doherty,
who joked she was proud to be recently be named as the No.1 contributor to the feed.
“If everyone helps out then it’ll work better,” she said.
— Bryan Weismiller

See more on pg. 5
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BRIEFS

W

hile Mount Royal
University may
have been overlooked
for the west LRT line,
transit commuters could
have another option: the
southwest Bus Rapid
Transit. Calgary Transit
will be holding an open
house on Nov. 24 on
Main Street from 11
a.m. to 4 p.m. to discuss
how this route connects
southwest communities,
the downtown and
destinations including
MRU and Rockyview
Hospital.

A

ccording to
Postmedia News,
roughly 50 to 75 per
cent of textbooks in
campus bookstores in
Canada are imported
from the United States
or the United Kingdom,
costing Canadian postsecondary students
nearly $30 million in
taxes each year. Foreign
materials can only be
bought from a single
domestic importer who
sets the price — as
well, book importation
regulations require any
imported textbook to
have 10 to 15 per cent
mark-up, depending on
country of origin.
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Student petition yields extended library hours
by Catherine Szabo
News Editor

Mount Royal University’s
classrooms aren’t the only
place where good ideas are
born. Danny Warwick, a second-year bachelor of science
student, points to the west side
of campus for the birthplace of
his eureka moment.
“Like any good ideas, we
were talking about the issues
of the day at the Lib,” he said.
The conversation led to the
fact that the library had adjusted its schedule due to budgeting measures, closing two
hours earlier on Fridays, and
removing four hours from its
weekend operations.
“We’re a university and we
should have university hours,”
Warwick continued. “We’re
not a high school. So we pulled
out a piece of paper and wrote
‘name, student ID and signature.’ We asked everyone in
the bar (to sign the petition)

and then went into Wyckham
House.”
In three days, they had collected 1,000 signatures asking
the library to improve its operating hours; Warwick estimates that he personally talked to about 500 people. Few
people refused to sign the petition, he said, and if they did,
it was because they didn’t use
the library.
Students in communication
studies or the interior design
program have their own spaces
to work, he pointed out.
But as a science student, “I
don’t have any models or diagrams to work with at home,”
he said. “There’s a skeleton
and vein man in the library —
they’re my best study tools.”
Along with Robert Jones,
president of the Students’
Association
of
Mount
Royal University, and Anna
Piltingsrud, VP academic,
Warwick took the petition
to library staff, who were

very open to the proposal,
Piltingsrud said.
“The library is definitely on
the radar for the students’ association, but having that petition and that push from students really helped things,”
Piltingsrud said. “I think it
made them react a little bit
faster because there were so
many students interested and
wanting the library hours returned.”
Carol Shepstone, University
librarian, said she was surprised at how many people
were in the library on a Friday,
logically assuming many students would want to be out
with friends on a Friday night.
“(But) our numbers on Friday
afternoons doubled,” she said.
“The gate count numbers just
skyrocketed between 5 and 6
(p.m.) and we’re thinking, ‘Is it
because there’s classes at this
time, is it because (students)
are trying to get what they
need for the weekend.’
“I don’t think people are really
dying to work on Friday, I just
think that they’re here longer
because of course scheduling.”
Student usage of the library

Photo by Carlos Mora

Danny Warwick, and Christian Melgar organized a petition to
have the library hours returned to pre-budget hours: 8 p.m.
close on Fridays and an extra four hours on the weekend.
jumped four per cent from
September 2009 to September
2010, Shepstone said, even
though the overall population
of MRU didn’t increase by the
same amount.
These new operating hours
will begin once additional ca-

sual staff members are hired.
Shepstone said she would like
to see that happen no later
than January. The library will
also switch to their extended
exam hours soon for students
wishing to use the space to
study for finals.

A Business
CAreer in Only
TwO yeArs

Looking for post-secondary education that will take you
places? Hit the ground running with SAIT Polytechnic’s Business
Administration diploma. You can look forward to:
• Developing real-world business and technology skills
• Small-sized classes taught by industry-experienced
instructors
• Graduates give the Business Administration program a 94%
satisfaction rate
• Majors in Accounting, Financial Services, Management, or
Marketing
• Apply now for January or
September 2011 at sait.ca
Join us for an Info Session
Thursday, November 25 at
5:00pm in Room N 811 in the
Senator Burns Building.
foR moRe INfoRmaTIoN
Call: 403.284.8485 oR
e-maIl: BuSINeSS@SaIT.Ca.

Mount Royal University president Dave
Marshall was dressed for the occasion with
his Calgary Flames tie when Flames alumnus Dana Murzyn — who won the Stanley
Cup with the Flames in 1989 — presented a
Calgary Flames jersey to Marshall on behalf
of the Calgary Flames on Monday, Nov. 15.
The jersey was given to Marshall and Mount
Royal University recognizing the school’s
contributions to the city of Calgary over the
years.
“For the last 100 years Mount Royal has
been a integral part of the social and educational scenes in Calgary,” Marshall said, adding that the Mount Royal hockey team has
been around longer than the Flames, making

the recognition even more fitting.
Part of the Flames’ Celebrate the City Program, Mount Royal was one of five Calgary
organizations recognized for their involvement within the city. Flames entertainment
co-ordinator Steve Edgar said the Tsuu T’ina
Nation, Chinatown Calgary, Calgary EMS and
the Calgary Philharmonic Orchestra were
also recognized for their involvement with
the city of Calgary.
Video footage of Marshall’s acceptance
of the jersey will be played as part of the
Celebrate the City program over the Flames
jumbotron on the Nov. 19 home game against
the Chicago Blackhawks.
Photo by Jorden Dixon
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More time to apply for council

THE
REFLECTOR

SAMRU changes its election guidelines for nominations

November 18, 2010

by Catherine Szabo
News Editor

Students hoping for a spot
on Mount Royal University’s
student council or executive
council now have a longer
period to put together their
nomination packages — two
months longer, to be exact.
Nomination period used to
only be one week long, but now
runs from Nov. 15 to Jan. 17.
The campaign period will be
from Jan. 30 to Feb. 10.
“I think there’s different
reasons why people run or

don’t run,” said Meghan or she will have to run again to
Melynk, VP external for keep it.
the
Students’
Association
Last year, all candidates ran
unopposed, so instead
of
Mount
Royal
of voting for one canUniversity.
“This
didate over another,
year we have an
students voted yes or
opportunity; the civic
no to each.
election was so big
Anyone hoping to
and people were so
excited, we can build
be on executive council must fill out a
off of that.”
nomination package,
All positions on
Meghan
Melnyk
have 20 people agree
students’ council and
VP
External
to nominate them and
executive
council
be
a
full-time
student. Posiare open positions, Melynk
tions
on
students’
council are
said, meaning even if someone
currently holds a position, he open to anyone with at least a

2.0 GPA and who have 10 people willing to nominate them.
Last year, 8.27 per cent
of eligible voters took part
in the SAMRU election
process.
“That’s pretty consistent
across the board at all postsecondary schools,” Melnyk
said. “As far as people who
run,
(the
University
of
Calgary) has more people
running, but they have a
larger population. SAIT was
in a similar situation to us, so
it just depends on what school
you’re at.”

Parking from pg. 3

Biannual parking pass dash sets tempers alight
The finite supply of parking permits has made them one of the most
sought-after commodities on campus.
Winston Gaqui, a second-year nursing student, was one of many students who didn’t get a parking permit for the upcoming semester.
“I was fuming when I found out about the parking pass situation and
how they sold out,” Gaqui said. He said he missed out because he never
received an email saying when the passes were going on sale.
“There is very little information that is sent out to let the students
know,” Gaqui said. “There needs to be changes to this, especially buying the parking passes online.”
However Meghan Melnyk, students’ association VP external, said
getting a pass is not very difficult. “The demand is higher than the supply, therefore it is competitive,” Melnyk said. “The parking office has
launched a great website, which makes it easy to get a pass.”
According to Cindy Teghtmeyer, information technology services associate director, just over 700 transactions were made in 32 minutes on
Nov. 1 when the winter 2011 parking passes became available at 8 a.m.
Sudden increases in web traffic flood the server and slow down each
purchaser’s transaction.
“We appreciate the patience as
we continue to work through it
and make adjustments for the upcoming cycles,” Teghtmeyer said.
— Bryan Weismiller

Currie Barracks S10 lot will close Dec. 31
As of Dec. 31, Mount Royal University students will no longer park
inside S10, the parking lot inside Currie Barracks, across Richardson
Way on the north side of campus. Mount Royal’s lease on the parking
lot expires at the end of the year and much of the land within the confines of Currie Barracks will be developed for condos. With the addition of the new parkade and its additional parking stalls, the lease for
S10 will not be reinstated. But for the weeks that S10 is still available,
here is some information vital to avoid being locked out.
According to Mount Royal Parking Services, the road gate closes between 9 p.m. and 10 p.m. If the roadway entrance is closed, individuals
can still enter through the pedestrian gates and drive out the main barracks entry/exit on Flanders Avenue. Past 10 p.m., students risk having
even the pedestrian gates closed and locked. Then, they will have to
walk around Currie Barracks and in through the main security gates,
also at the main entrance off of Crowchild Trail — a long trip. However,
if students have parking passes for S10, they can move their cars to any
open lots after 4 p.m., thus alleviating many parking lot nightmares.
— Kevin Rushworth
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The Reflector, with an on- and
off-campus circulation of
10,000, is the independent
voice of the students of Mount
Royal University. It is published
fortnightly during the academic
year (Sept. to April).
The Reflector is editorially
autonomous and financially
independent for all other
governing bodies at Mount Royal
University.
The Reflector welcomes
newsworthy submissions from
all students and community
members. While the right
of editorial comment is
reserved for editors of The
Reflector, opinion pieces may
be submitted as letters to the
editor, and may be published on
the editorial page as such. The
Reflector reserves the right not
to publish submissions deemed
by the Publishing Editor to be
offensive.
Complaints arising from the
content of the paper should be
directed to the Ombudsboard.
This board has been established
as a mediator between the
Reflector Publications Society
staff and its readership.
All decisions of the
Ombudsboard are final and
binding on both parties. Letters
to the Ombudsboard must be
sent in confidence, care of the
Reflector Publications Society,
to the Reflector Publications
Society office.

AU student Rabia in Toronto, ON

Achieve.
At Athabasca University, our transferable
courses can help you expand your academic
options. Whether it’s a scheduling conflict or
a necessary prerequisite, we have over 700
courses delivered online and at a distance,
many with the flexibility of monthly start
dates, to help you complete your degree.
Learn more at
www.athabascau.ca.

Submissions and letters to the
editor should be a maximum
of 500 words, typed, doublespaced, and contain the writer’s
name and phone number.
No unsigned letters will be
published. Only in exceptional
cases, at the discretion of the
Publishing Editor, will writers’
names be withheld. The
Reflector reserves the right to
edit submissions for brevity.
Contents are copyright © 2010.
No material may be reproduced
without express written
consent.
All opinions contained within
this paper are those of the
individual authors, and not
necessarily those of the
Reflector Publications Society.
For more information, contact
The Reflector office at:
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Wyckham House
Mount Royal University
4825 Mount Royal Gate SW
Calgary, AB T3E 6K6
All depts.: 403.440.6268
Fax: 403.440.6762
TheReflector@TheReflector.ca
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Your Students' Association
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Win $2000 in prizes!!!
e a video!
Check

for details!

Monday, Nov. 15 - Friday, Dec. 3
10 am - 2 pm, West Gate
POCKET CHANGE
CHANGE
CANDY
CANDY
CANDY CANES
CANES
CANES for POCKET

Monday, Nov. 1 - Friday, Dec. 3
10 am - 2 pm, West Gate

Apply between Monday to Friday, Nov. 1 - 30
10 am – 3:30 pm

When you just can’t

stay awake...
Photo by Mayan Freeborn

A guided tour to get some
personal space on campus
by Mayan Freeborn
The Reflector

Open your eyes and wipe the
drool off your face. Sleeping
can be one of the best ways
to pass the time. Not only
will you feel refreshed, you’ll
realize that you’ve just breezed
through five hours of your
study time.
Don’t panic just yet. You’ve
avoided looking completely
foolish in the eyes of your
Mount Royal University peers.
That is, if you haven’t thrown
your papers all over the floor
and unbuttoned your pants in
your sleep.
However, there are some
areas in the school where you
can go to scratch your butt and
snooze during your study time
that do not involve heavy peer
traffic.
One such study area is the
spot by the Leacock and Wright
Theatres on the second floor.
There are eight or so teal
chairs and a couple of tables of
different sizes, and although
the area can be busy during the
day, the space allows for quiet
studying and an area where
students can nap.
As old and perhaps as
unpleasant-looking as they may
seem, these holey and stained
but deep-set and comfortable
chairs are just begging to be sat
in.
So take a seat and crack open
your book. It’s quiet. You’ll
retain some sanity and peace

for studying unless the couple
beside you starts making out.
The chairs are also moveable
and although they are not
wheeled “spinners,” you’ll be
able to drag them with relative
ease.
But beware; there are
instances when either theatre
holds a function. You may be
kicked out or the area may be
filled with guests when you
arrive.
Where will you go next?
Walk down the hall towards
the recreation centre where
you will find Jugo Juice, chairs,
tables and couches.
Pull up a chair to a table
and stuff your head with
knowledge. But if you’d
like something a little more
comfortable, walk past the
cougar statue and there are
some pea-coloured couches.
If you’re looking for privacy,
head towards the bleachers that
are in front of the swimming
pool’s viewing window.
The bleachers are usually
quiet.
Yes, they are wood so bring
your jacket to sit on or turn
your backpack into a pillow.
The short wall separating the
bleachers from the rest of the
space will give you a decent
backrest and some privacy.
Even your friends won’t find
you.
Spread out your books, break
out your laptop and get to work.
Just be sure to have your laptop
fully charged since there are no

plug-ins.
If you are using flash cards,
it’s a quiet place to memorize
them. You can even take
a break to watch people
floundering about in the pool.
If you’re studying late at
night, families may come to
watch the swimming classes,
so this may be your cue to
leave.
If you have the time and
energy you can make your way
from the main campus building
to the EC building on the east
side.
Although the walk may be
strenuous with your five books,
laptop and that big lunch you
packed, it will be worth it in the
end.
Enter the building and head
to the second floor. Tucked
away at south end of the
building is an area with comfy
chairs, tables and far less
student traffic than the main
building.
There are functions held
regularly in the EC building,
but you may find the majority
of them are held on the main
floor, so you’ll be safe.
Unlike the chairs at the
Leacock and Wright Theatres,
these ones are newer and
cleaner.
There is even a nice view of
the east end of the campus from
the window where you can
attempt to grab the attention
of passing friends by vigorously
pounding on the glass.
However, restrain yourself.

The people studying or sleeping
around you might throw a book
at your head, or security will
have you removed.
All attention-grabbing aside,
settle in and be prepared for
a day of hard studying or
napping.
If you’re not so keen on
the walk to the EC building,
especially in the winter, the
EA building can be a nice
alternative.
The building is busy, but if
you head up to the second level
in the late afternoon, you will
probably be able to find a little
couch space for yourself at
either end of the building.
As long as you don’t mind
sharing the sitting space with
strangers, you can put your feet
up on a table in front of you and
crack open a textbook.
The study areas can be noisier
than the EC building itself
during the day, but if you’re
lucky and on the shorter side,
you can lay down sideways on
the couch and study until 10
p.m.
Just keep in mind, if you fall
asleep here you will be noticed.
Although these study spaces
are generally quiet, there will
be times where they are not.
Mid-afternoon and into the
evening are usually the best
times to search them out.
So study and snooze away,
students. No one will make fun
of you for passing out on top of
your books, or at least not loud
enough to wake you up.

FEATURES EDITOR:
Aaron Chatha
featureseditor@TheReflector.ca
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QUICK
QUIPS

“Y

ou sleep well?”
“No, I made a
couple of mistakes.”
— Stephen Wright

“A

little work, a
little sleep, a
little love and it’s all
over.”
— Mary Roberts
Rinehart

“W

hat good are
fans? You
can’t eat applause for
breakfast. You can’t
sleep with it.”
— Bob Dylan

“N

ever, under any
circumstances,
take a sleeping pill and
a laxative on the same
night.”
— Dave Berry
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CHILD SOLDIER NO MORE

A Calgary audience at the First Assembly
Church was treated to a powerful performance
from Uganda’s Watoto choir on Nov. 7. During a
dramatic retelling of the civil war, choir members
were either victims of warfare or former child
soldiers themselves. Reflector web editor Kevin
Rushworth took in the one-night performance of
Restore Tour: Child Soldier No More.

HOCKEY HUSTLE

The Women’s Cougars hockey team took to the
ice against the SAIT Trojans on Nov. 13. Our home
team walked away from the game with a final
score of 4-1 over the visiting players. Reflector
photographer James Paton went to Flames Community Arena to capture the hockey action.

HIP-HOP REMEMBERS

On Nov. 11, Calgary’s local hip-hop and rap scene
came together for a special Remembrance Day
show at the Distillery Public House. More than 15
acts paid tribute to the fallen soldiers in all global
conflicts in a special, yet powerful way. Rap aficionado Kevin Rushworth photographed and covered
the show for this week’s episode Reflector TV.
Photo by Kevin Rushworth

During the uplifting end to their Nov. 7 performance, members of the Ugandan Watoto brought an
emotional, sold out crowd to their feet at the First Assembly Church with their stories of pain caused by
brutal warfare and resounding triumph of the human spirit.

@reflectthis
facebook.com/thereflector.ca

Love, suffering and recovery
by Jesse Hove
Faith Columnist

I have fallen in love only once
in my life. She was the first girl I
said “I love you” to and she had
the prettiest nose imaginable.
Our dates usually consisted of
puddle jumping, playing catch
in the park, competing for the
attention of chickadees with
a handful of seeds by the Bow
River and devouring as much
food as we possibly could at
a local Chinese buffet. It was
the greatest time of my life
and, compared to genocide,
lethal diseases and thirddegree burns, the suffering I
experienced when we broke up
is not in the same league.
But many of us in the western world do suffer in a different sort of way: we suffer from
loneliness. We suffer from our
individualist society telling us
that all our hopes and expectations should be placed in
romantic love. We’re told the
“soulmate,” as we often like to
describe him or her, will meet

all our emotional and sexual
needs. Whenever we need connection to another human being, they will be there rescuing
us from feelings of insignificance.
And when the rescue plan
fails, nothing can prepare you
for the dark feelings that often emerge; feelings that you
are unlovable, that you will
always be alone and that nothing on heaven or earth could
fix that which makes you despicable. I had never before understood why a person would
want to commit suicide, but in
the weeks following the break
up, it was a miracle I made it
through.
Many
biblical
scholars
suggest that the story of Job is
the oldest book in the Bible. It is
a book about suffering.
Job is a good person from
whom God allows everything
to be taken. He loses all his
wealth, his entire family leaves
him, and he is left diseased
and deformed. Job calls out to
God, asking why God would
let this happen. God does not
answer Job’s question, and I
think it is because He is trying
to tell Job that there are painful
realities in life that we will
never understand. God instead
comes to Job in a whirlwind

and asks him if he knows who
stops the waves on the shores
or who gives Calgary chinooks
every winter. God does not
philosophically explain pain to
Job, but instead tells Job that
He knows what He is doing and
not everything that happens is
just about Job.
God
does
eventually
restore Job, but even before
this happens Job responds
by saying, “All of this is too
wonderful
for
me.”
Job
becomes content and even
joyful when he understands the
story is not necessarily about
him, and he begins to care
more about the larger narrative
God is trying to tell, even if he
doesn’t fully understand what
that narrative is.
After months of barely
eating and rarely shaving, I
felt myself recovering from
the break up, and I didn’t like
it. Wallowing in my own selfmisery had become a sure
thing; it was unchanging and
predictable. I didn’t want to
respond to the inklings of
hope I felt emerging from
my soul. But at some point I
responded to God’s whisper
that it was time to move on,
it was time re-enter my story
into His grand narrative.
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For city bakers, secret
ingredient is love
In a tough industry with slim profits,
passion is the key to success
by Aaron Chatha
Features Editor

With the hypnotic aroma,
calming heat and all the wonderful options, it’s hard not to
love being in a bakery. It’s often said that cakes and pastries
are made with love, and that’s
an important ingredient in a
competitive marketplace.
“It’s a romantic idea, (running a bakeshop),” said
Alexandra Chan, owner of
ITZA Bakeshop, while she added almonds to the croissants
she would soon be baking.. “If
you want to talk strictly business: the profit margin is tiny
and you’ve got to love to do
it. I mean, it’s crappy hours.
Cooking and baking are crappy
hours.”
At 8 a.m. Chan is already
baking, and continues working
until late in the day.
Chan constantly changes her
menu, baking seasonal treats
and experimenting with new
recipes. If something becomes
popular, she‘ll make it a regular item. But if not, it’s got
to go, despite the protests of
those customers who may have
liked it.
At the end of the day, she
has to survive against other
bakeshops, not only in the city,
but as close as the next block
over.
ITZA Bakeshop, located in
the Devenish Building on 17th
Avenue S.W., is run only by
two dedicated people, but gets
most of its business from repeat customers.
“My goal is to be a neighbourhood bakeshop. Know
your customers,” Chan said.
“Know what they’re doing,
know how their families are,
who’s getting married, who’s
turning one. You know, I get to
know that, I get to know their
names.”
The same service isn’t as ingrained in chain bakeshops,
like those found in grocery
stores. But at chain stores, it’s
much easier to pick up a cake
and go, thanks to their abundance of space and cash. You’ll
find your favourites in large
stores every day, which is appealing to people who enjoy
consistency in their baked
goods.
But for those working there,
there is less room for creativity.
Caitlyn McDermott has seen
both sides of the coin, having
worked at a Safeway bakery
for three years before moving
to the Lakeview Bakery, which
specializes in healthier baked
goods, organics, and less-conventional flours such as spelt
and kamut.
“As for getting a cake from

a small bakery versus a large
one, I can say from having
worked both aspects of the
industry, that I would prefer
a smaller bakery,” McDermott
wrote in an email. “I think
more care and attention (are)
put into the cakes, whereas in
a large store or chain, the cakes
are essentially made like an assembly line. Not to say they’re
just whipped together, but the
cake isn’t generally made from
scratch, nor is buttercream (icing) used to ice the cake.”
McDermott’s primary job is
decorating cakes, and one of
the main reasons she got into
the business was to explore
her artistic inclinations. While
she didn’t get all she wanted
working at Safeway, her role at
Lakeview Bakery allows her to
have fun with her designs and
choose what to display for customers.
“I love how one day I can decide I want to put out cake slic-

es in the showcase, then the
next day I can put out something entirely different like
cheescake.”
Not all customers understand the delicate craft of decorating a handmade cake. One
of the most frustrating parts
of McDermott’s job is when a
customer expects something
substantial, such as a cake, to
be made to order, right there
and then. Outside of large
chain stores, bakeshops don’t
do drive-through cakes.
“It’s frustrating how people
watch all these cake shows
that are on TV now, and
just assume that I can whip
something like that up last
minute,” McDermott said.
“Unfortunately, it takes more
than five minutes to put a cake
together.”
But after all the mixing, baking and decorating, these bakers agree that their best currency is customer satisfaction.
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Alexandra Chan of ITZA Bakeshop prepares treats daily for
her neighbourhood customers, with whom she prides herself
on building friendly relationships.
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Kevin Rushworth as an eager young writer, signing his first
novel, Gaarn, which he published at the age of 18.

For the novelist,
writing is easy,
marketing is hard

by Kevin Rushworth
Web Editor

If you have ever walked into a
Chapters, Indigo or small bookstore, you might have seen a local author doing a book signing.
Yes, I know, they might talk to
you. Weird. They might try to
sell you a copy of their book,
which they have been writing
for months or even years. How
rude of them.
If you didn’t notice, I’m being
sarcastic.
For one second, put on an
imagination hat and picture this
scene. At the front of the store
— so you can’t miss him — a
local author is seated at a table
groaning with copies of his carefully arranged books.
Excitement is written all over
his face and in his smile as he
greets people walking into the
bookstore. As a young author
who self-published his first fantasy book four years ago through
Lord Beaverbrook High School’s
publishing company, Tiberius
Publishing, I found myself doing
numerous book signings at local
Chapters stores.
Let me tell you: it’s hard. But
it’s also fun to see actual fantasy
genre fans show interest in a
book that I had been writing for
eons. For my first book signing
at Shawnessy Chapters, I was incredibly excited.
I wore my best shirt.
After spending four hours
at the store, I sold 12 copies of
Gaarn, and I was ecstatic. At
this point, you might be thinking that it doesn’t sound all too
hard.
But, as a first-time author,
I didn’t draw people into the
bookstore simply by sitting at
the front of the store. There
were no screaming girls wrenching each other’s hair over my
book or clawing at each other to
get their copies signed. Nope, it

was just me sitting at a table. I
did get one sexually provocative
letter in the mail later, but I’m
still unsure if it was a hoax or a
groupie.
During my first book signing,
I learned people browse books
the same way regardless of me
sitting behind a pile of my own
books with a pen in hand.
Most people really were interested in my book and I sold a
surprising number of copies out
of my first print run of 100.
On the other hand, there were
some people who would pick
up my book, ask who wrote
it, thumb through it, lift their
eyebrows and walk away wordlessly. I understand that fantasy
is not for everyone; there are
wizards, beards, goblins, magic,
swords, damsels and adventure,
but it’s hurtful to see such disregard after doing so much work.
Next time you find yourself
at a local author’s book signing,
ask them about the book and
congratulate them on a job well
done. You don’t have to like the
book, nor do you have to buy
it, just acknowledge the work
done.
If you’re wondering about
how many I sold, the number
is close to 200 — and not all of
them went to my family members.
For me, book signings are
still a great way to get my name
out there as a local author, but
it shouldn’t be the only way to
go about marketing a first novel. For this reason, I started a
Twitter page (@ThornTales), a
Facebook fan page and a blog
all around my writing.
The thought is, when I get
enough name recognition,
people will actually make the
trip down to buy and have their
copy of my next book signed.
Soon girls might be screaming my name and wrenching
others’ hair to get their copies signed, but for now, I’m
on Twitter and sitting behind
tables.
Writing the book is the easy
part, while marketing on the
other hand is a whole different
story.
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Your B.O. is turning me on
by Vanessa Gillard
Sex Columnist

Ever got a whiff of someone’s
B.O., specifically from their
armpit, and wondered why you
weren’t really all that turned
off by it, and realized that
you probably wouldn’t kick
them out of bed, especially if
they happened to lay off the
Old Spice? Well, the fact that
you were imagining being in
bed with this person should
point your bawdy gumshoes to
certain clues as to why.
Pheromones of the human
variety are one of the
mysterious,
invisible
and
veritably indefinable aspects
of sex and attraction that exist.
Ask the person next to you
what they are and you’re not
likely to get a straight answer,
but ask what they do and it
seems pretty elementary. This
is probably, partially because no
one can agree on how human
pheromones function, what
their purpose is or whether they
exist at all.
Without
getting
too
complex I’ll explain why this
is interesting and also pretty
hilarious. Pheromones were
discovered in insects in the ’50s

and there are a variety of types.
Some pheromones say, “Hey,
there’s some food over here,”
others scream, “Come hit this,
NOW!” They are essentially
secreted chemicals that are
detected by other creatures
of the same species and affect
behaviour
or
physiology.
However, in studying humans
there is quite a bit of a debate
and a hell of lot of bamboozling.
There have been a few wellcontrolled and peer-reviewed
studies that have suggested
pheromones
actually
exist
within
human
physiology.
Martha McClintock conducted a
study that showed a connection
between women being exposed
to others’ perspiration regularly
and having their menstrual
cycles become synchronized.
The study was eventually
found to be inconclusive, but
I can tell you from experience
that when Aunt Flow visits you
and your roommates the same
time every month you have to
wonder what kind of cruel joke
evolution had in mind.
As the wonderful animals
that we are, we have two types
of sweat glands: eccrine and
apocrine. Eccrine is the sweat
that keeps you cool by evaporating off your skin. Supposedly, apocrine glands are
much more mischievous. These
glands are located around the
hairy bits on your body. No, not
your scalp or your eyelashes;
the nasty, stinky, fun bits.
Well, according to Christophe
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Studies seem to be inconclusive as to whether human pheromones really exist, but that
hasn’t stopped companies from marketing meant to mimic mysterious human secretions.
Soligo of the University College
of London, stinky and nasty is
no coincidence. The glands and
the hair make a great breeding
ground for bacteria.
A study was conducted in
which women were to smell
men’s shirts the men had been
asked to wear for four days
and rank them in terms of how
attractive they smelled. Those
savvy lasses, it turned out, were
seemingly able to detect genetic
differences between the lads in
a genetic complex called Major
Histocompatability
Complex
(MHC). Remarkably, the ladies
went for the gentlemen whose

www.wavescoffee.ca

MHC was most different from
their own, which makes sense
because if they had offspring, the
kid would have a solid chance of
fighting off more diseases.
Don’t be mistaken, MHC
isn’t a pheromone, and the
next time you sniff the good
stink take a moment and think
about that. There are certainly
plenty of companies out there
that will sell you some of these
mythical, magical chemicals if
you’re so inclined, but I must
concede that I did attempt
to find the source of these
supposed sachets to no avail.
I’m not sure how one would

go about collecting mysterious
human secretions to sell to
lonely strangers, but I can try to
imagine.
I happened to run into a forum
where there were discussions
about whether pheromones
are effective or not. One was
titled “What is the odour of
your healthy vagina while
ovulating.” The guy claimed
he made perfume and wanted
women to answer so he could
add some “under-notes” to his
next aroma. The only people who
responded were men. No wonder
people need magic to attract the
opposite sex.
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Look At What The Light Did Now is a documentary on Canadian singer-songwriter Feist. It presents us with diverse and
artistic content that offers more than the usual tour or artist-oriented documentary.

The light is on Feist
Music documentary takes artistic
look inside Feist’s world
by Edward Osborne
The Reflector

Look At What The Light Did
Now is the spellbinding story
of iconic Canadian singersongwriter Leslie Feist.
For anyone who has been
caught humming one of Feist’s
catchy singles or for the rabid
fan who closely guards their
copy of The Red Demos, this
documentary delivers in loads.
The opening credits alone are
worth the price of admission.
The analog construction of
words using light and shadow
make for an amazing and
unusual opener.
The film itself is comprised
of equal parts interview and
artistic cinematography. There
are plenty of blurred and muted
images interspersed with shocks
of sound. It is a technique that
fits the indie-pop vibe, with long
sequences of photographs and
art with various musical sound
bites. The key period of the story
is set during Feist’s explosive rise
between the releases of Let it Die
in 2004 and The Reminder in
2007.
This is not just a tour
documentary. Look At What
The Light Did Now shares
Feist’s methods of composing
and recording, along with
the creation of album art, the
filming of music videos, and the
tour process itself.
It takes a while before we
see an interview with Feist on

camera but when we finally
get to see her, she provides
interesting
conversations
beyond the usual “I’m really
happy and creative” scheme
that
usually
appears
in
these sorts of artist-oriented
documentaries.
Special care is given to the
astonishing shadow puppetry
done by Clea Minaker during
The Reminder tour. Feist talks
about her discomfort with
the thirty feet of blank space
above her while she performed
onstage and how Minaker was
brought on as another member
of the band to create images
to project into that previously
blank space.
The film mainly portrays
people around Feist who influence her and are influenced by
her. The interviews are wideranging, and they all add value.
It seems as if every person on
tour was set in front of a camera
for an hour to chat about the
Canadian icon. There is a particularly candid moment where
Dianne Montgomery — a onetime merch-girl who became
one of the shadow artists, and
who works with Minaker —
discusses whether she calls her
boss “Feist,” as per her stage
name, or by her first name.
There are portions of the film
that feel like a concert recording
as we watch the band perform on
stage for a song or two.
Beyond
Feist’s
rise
in

popularity, there are all kinds of
interesting sub-narratives being
told in the film. There is an
almost erotic interplay between
Clea Minaker and Feist when
they compliment each other
and discuss the nuances and
interaction required to perform
together. We learn about Chilly
Gonzales who played virtually
every instrument on Let It Die.
He calls himself a “comfort
creator.” While it’s not explicit,
we get a sense that he feels
hurt or sidelined for the larger
production of The Reminder.
Gonzales also provides archive
footage where Feist sings
backup vocals at a cramped hiphop show.
The
iPod
commercial
featuring “1 2 3 4” also
makes an appearance. The
commercial’s director, Patrick
Daughters, is a delight on
camera as he talks about film
stunts and angry letters to
Apple CEO Steve Jobs that are
genuinely funny.
Simone Rubi is the visual
artist behind the album cover
and liner notes of The Reminder.
She also created the notable
credits for Look At What The
Light Did Now. There is a
full three-minute sequence
featuring thousands of her art
concepts for The Reminder.
While it might sound like dead
air, the flash frame of imagery
is actually a designer’s delight,
offering snippets of what might

have been. Her work with
thread and shadow seem to
ally themselves with Minaker’s
shadow-play.
Look At What The Light Did
Now never lingers too long in
one space or on one interview,
and as a result, it is constantly
giving something new to the
audience. It delivers far more
than the average musician
documentary,
packing
a
little bit of everything into its
77-minute runtime. Look At
What The Light Did Now will be
screened in Calgary one night
only, Nov. 24 at the Cantos
Music Foundation. Advance
tickets are available at www.
cantos.ca or at the door subject
to capacity.
The DVD will be available
Dec. 7th.

HOT
SPOTS
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t is your chance to
realize someone’s
wish. Pick a name tag
on the MRU Wish Tree
and make someone
happy this holiday
season! The Wish Tree
is located at the West
Gate 10 a.m.-2 p.m.
Nov. 15 to Dec. 3.

S

age Theatre presents The Blue
Room — a play exploring “sexual politics
with total frankness.”
The Blue Room runs
at the Pumphouse
Theatres Nov. 24-Dec.
4. Call 403.263.0079 for
tickets.

T

he International
Food Festival is
back this year at the
Liberty Lounge! Head
down Nov. 30 to taste
worldly food you’ve
never had before.
Doors at noon, food by
donation.

W

Simone Rubi is the graphic
designer behind the album
for The Reminder.

ear the ‘fro and
rock those bellbottoms for that ‘70s
party, the Movember
Gala. Rock it out at the
Liberty Lounge, Nov.
30, 9 p.m. till midnight.
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Bonjay brings the beats back
Canadian power duo add new twist to live shows
by Sarah Kitteringham
The Reflector

The duo that makes up
Canadian
dancehall/R&B/
indie-rock hybrid Bonjay are
an affable pair. Vocalist Alanna
Stuart and beats and effects
creator Ian “Pho” Swain answer
a call from the Reflector on a
Tuesday morning, quickly delving into recollections of their
band’s birth at D.I.Y club nights
in lofts above “Italian restaurants in Chinatown” in Ottawa.
Since joining forces in 2006,
the act has released “Gimme
Gimme”
and
“Bangarang
Business,” and is fresh off the
heels of their most recent EP
Broughtupsy. All feature their
blend of Stuart’s breathy, sexy
voice over cascading electro
beats and liberal doses of percussion. Their output ranges
from original tracks to mashups, remakes and remixes for
labels such as Ghetto Arc and
Ninjatune.
“(Stuart) had previously been
a high school R&B semi-star,”
says Swain over speakerphone.
Stuart giggles in response while
Swain continues. “So we did a
track together that hopefully no
one will ever hear, pre-Bonjay.
Pretty funny. At (a) party we
had this idea to start doing live
versions, where usually I would

take an interesting, overlooked
bass-heavy beat, re-edit it, then
Alanna would pick a song that
she liked and do her interpretation on top.”
Now, the act has moved from
periodic remakes (look up their
cover of Caribou’s slow, sweet
“Jamelia” and their interpretation of Feist’s “Honey Honey”)
to the “totally original, there
aren’t any samples at all, even
chopped up” format used on
Broughtupsy. However, their interpretative work has served an
important purpose.
“It’s giving people a sense of
who we are,” suggests Stuart.
“It tells people where we came
from and some of the things we
are interested in, but with an
original body of work, you can
give people your perspective
on those influences or come up
with your own sound.”
This focus on their own tunes
will dominate their upcoming
full-length, which the duo hopes
to release sometime in 2011. As
for their creation process, it is a
fluid process that sometimes is
hashed out in “battle.”
“I start out by sketching the
beat, I’ll start out with the drum
track and then usually the bass
line and then the melody bites,
maybe a verse and a chorus part
and I’ll give that to Alanna well
before it’s done,” says Swain.

“I’ll search for the melody or
rhythm my vocals can fit in or sit
nicely on top of and create the
melody according to the beat,”
says Stuart. “It’s usually based
on the instrumentals and from
there it is collaboration, whether we diplomatically discuss our
views or argue and battle them
out until we come up with a
song we are both happy with.”
“What’s cool about this music and this era of music is this
is studio-oriented music,” says
Swain. “It’s a really cool era for
taking studio music and making
a really kinetic live show out of
it. You’ll see in Calgary that I’ve
started to play a lot of the parts
live and just adding that extra
kind of danger and the live element to things where something
could screw up. As we’ve started
to tour a lot, it’s (resulted in)
changing the songs from their
studio version to the live version, adding a whole other layer
to them.”
“What’s so great about the
new format is that with the risk
of screwing up live there is that
sense, between us and the audience, that we are in this together and we are trying all this out
together,” says Stuart. “And it
just makes the show that much
more interesting.”
See Bonjay lose control at
the Hi-Fi Club Nov. 24.

Photo courtesy of tgrionline.com

Dynamic Canadian duo Bonjay have released their new EP
Broughtupsy.

Photo courtesy of apt613.com

Bonjay will be hitting Calgary’s Hi-Fi Club Nov. 24 bringing their studio-infused beats to the live stage.
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The buzz about coffee shop art
by Claire Miglionico
Arts Editor

When it comes to Calgaryborn and -raised photographer
Jeremy Fokkens, it was the
vibrant
and
art-engaged
atmosphere at Higher Ground
Cafe in Kensington that made
showcasing his art there so
appealing.
“The owner of the shop was
looking for something different,”
he said, comparing his work
to the travel photos typically
displayed in coffee shops.
Fokkens, 27, brought that
touch of individuality with
“Look” — his current series at
Higher Grounds. It is comprised
of
close-up
photography
mounted on canvas transfers
or acrylic mounts. The series is
meant to encourage people to
take a closer look at the things
that surround them.
“There are moments, even
photographs, and details in
everything. I think we often
look past that,” he said.
Fokkens said that the detail
work presented in his photos
were all hard to get.
“For the Cecil Hotel one, I
actually ended up paying for
one night (at the Cecil) to
get the night shots,” he said.
The hotel, which is no longer
in operation, was notorious
for gang activity, drugs, and
prostitutes.
On top of his shot of the Cecil
Hotel’s vibrant neon sign, the

exhibition includes a close-up
of a parrot’s head, a dandelion
captured in all its splendour
in Rwanda, and a wide-angle
view of part of the copious
record collection in Inglewood’s
Recordland, among many other
equally intriguing photographs.
“I like shooting things that
have a lot of imperfections,
something that can either tell a
story, has some sort of texture
or depth to it, makes you think
or gives the audience a bit of a
reaction.”
Dan
Clapson,
general
manager at Higher Ground
says the displays have always
brought positive responses:
“Our patrons enjoy the art and
photography that we showcase
here. Whenever a new exhibit
goes up, people take notice, and
the words are always kind.”
Fokkens
has
experienced
likewise feedback from customers.
“I find that whenever I’m in
there taking (my work) down
or up, I get bombarded with
people who come out left, right
and centre asking things like,
“oh my goodness, I like that
photo,” or, “oh, where or how
did you take that?”
For University of Calgary
student Calla Savary, 20,
Higher Ground is a cozy place
to meet up with friends, read or
study.
Although she says the
art is usually a background
commodity, she says it still adds
to her coffee experience.

“Art in coffee shops is vital. It
makes a huge difference. I love
that you can even buy the art
here,” she said.
“On an aesthetic level, it is
nice to not have bare walls,”
Clapson wrote in an email.
“On a more serious note, we
work hard to be a hub in our
community for local arts and
music. It’s good to know our
patrons appreciate support of
local culture.”
As for Fokkens’ photography,
Savary enjoyed it.
“I like this,” she said
pointing to Fokkens’ photo
in Recordland, called “My
Playlist.” “I wish I had that kind
of record collection!” she said.
Tim Westbury, programming
director at The New Gallery
says coffee shops offer great
exposure for artists and
photographers alike.
“The chief benefit is that
the work is being seen by a
relatively broad spectrum of the
public. Many people continue
to find the standard ‘white
cube’ of a contemporary art
gallery to be quite intimidating;
coffee shops provide a much
more comfortable, informal
setting,” he wrote in an email.
“The only con I see in art
being displayed in a coffee shop
context is that ultimately, it’s
just part of the background and
decor.”
Fokkens happily lives off
his photography and enjoys
traveling
to
developing

Photo by Carlos Mora

Fokkens’ collection, on display at Higher Ground Cafe,
includes photos of such landmarks as the Cecil Hotel.
countries. The end of March
will see Fokkens travel to Tibet,
India, Nepal, and Bangladesh
for a full year.
“I just hope my photographs
inspire people, whether it’s
in photography or whether
it inspires them to, this may
sound like a complete cliche,
but inspires them to do what

they really want to do (in life).”
“It’s nothing but hard work.
But to really do what you want
to do is the best thing there is,”
he said with a laugh.
Catch Fokkens at Higher
Ground for a reception on Nov.
23, 7-10 p.m. with free wine
and munchies to boot.
With files from Sheena Manabat.
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Band forges on, with
or without radio play
Blues trio creating “music for thought”
by Blaine Meller
Sports Editor

It’s quite the conundrum.
Rock radio executives won’t
play you because they say your
sound is too blues, and blues
radio stations won’t play you because your sound is too rock.
So what’s a band supposed to do?
If you are Calgary-based
Bluessmyth, you stay the course.
The blues trio, comprised
of brothers Jason and Chris
Yaholkoski and Celene Yohemas,
plans to do exactly that, and you
can hear the “blues fusion” on
their latest release, Sola Gratia.
Released in 2009, Sola Gratia
is not your typical blues album,
but that shouldn’t be surprising
considering Bluessmyth isn’t
your typical blues band.
From the heavily rock and
slide-guitar
laden
sounds
of “Down on My Luck” to
“Rosemary’s Blues,” a ballad
dealing with drug addiction,
Bluessmyth is showing they are
not afraid to make the music
they want to.
“We’re not really genre-specific,” explained Yohemas, the band’s
percussionist. “We are not a triedand-true blues band, nor are we a
tried-and-true rock band.”
That sound may not get them

played on mainstream radio,
but it does allow them the freedom to explore different styles,
sounds and topics, especially
during the writing process.
One prime example of that is
“Rosemary’s Blues,” a song that
took nearly a year to write. It’s
also one of the songs the band is
most proud of.
“We want to write songs
people will remember us by,”
said bassist Jason Yaholkoski.
“Rosemary is one of those songs.
Once we had the initial riff, we
added the bass and then expanded from there. We worked
on the lyrics alone for over three
months,” he said.
The band’s live show also continues to evolve. Yaholkoski said
they “really want to engage the
fans” and become more interactive
in how they present their songs.
“We want to focus more on the
stories we want to tell, and how
we are going to present those
stories in a live show,” he said.
Both Yohemas and Yaholkoski
have strong feelings on a lot
of the popular music being released today, whether it be from
teen idols, rap moguls or wellestablished stars. One of the
words they used to describe a
lot of today’s music is “organic.”
And while adapting their
sound to become more radio-

friendly has been a topic of
discussion, for the time being,
that’s just not going to happen.
“We want to attract a greater
following, but in a more meaningful way,” said Yaholkoski.
“People are so bombarded with
some of this crap being released
today, they either buy into it or
a light goes on and they ask why
am I listening to this?”
The band is slowly starting
to work on their next album,
which they expect to release in
2012. Until then, they will continue to write, tour, and work
on their newest project, a multimedia show aimed at junior
high and high school students.
The band is working with a local director to develop the show
during which topics like bullying, self-confidence, addictions
and making good choices will
be presented.
“We’ve been really talking
about this upcoming dialogue
and what we really want to
achieve with it,” said Yohemas.
“We want to talk about what
scares these kids, about bullying
and how people make you feel.
We want them to see how the
choices they make affect other
people,” she said.
For more information on
Bluessmyth, go to Bluessmyth.
com.

Aware
The Knowledge of Us
Calgary-based indie rock
quartet, The Knowledge of Us,
shows potential on their debut
album Aware but has a long
way to go before making their
sound stand out. Lead singer
Ian Miller presents us with
smooth vocals that sometimes
have a rough edge to them creating a charming and a somewhat soothing sound. “Falter”
starts off with a catchy intro
but quickly becomes repetitive
and falls short of ingenuity.
The track that follows,
“Transitions” is slow-paced in
a non-engaging way and really lacks that punch needed to
grasp the listener’s attention.

Swedish House Mafia
Until One
Swedish House Mafia is
Axwell, Steve Angello and
Sebastian Ingrosso — three
DJs who are on the top 20 of
the DJ Magazine Top 100 list.
They hail from Stockholm,
Sweden, and here on Until
One, they remix hits from
Benny Benassi, David Guetta,
and Daft Punk and offer a few
original mixes of their own.
Each track follows the
previous in an uninterrupted
mixtape fashion, which gives
the 24-track album that club
feel any listener would hope for

Bonjay
Broughtupsy
Photo courtesy of Bluessmyth

Jason Yaholkoski, Celene Yohemas and Chris Yaholkoski comprise local band Bluessmyth.
The local trio combines blues and rock into what they call “blues fusion.”

Bonjay or “Good God!”
in good ol’ island slang, is
a Canadian duo that became one in an Ottawa basement party. Their newest EP
Broughtupsy is making noise

“We Landed on the Moon”
brings the slow-jam catchiness the album needed. This is
also where one can notice the
strong resemblance to some
of Radiohead’s tunes; even
Miller’s vocals could, at places,
be compared to Thom York’s
“no time for air”-induced vocals.
Unfortunately, I find the vocals often come off too strong.
It steals the show leaving the
music in the dark. The end
result is a sound where vocals
and sound do not mesh well
together which is quite unfortunate considering there’s
a remarkable musical talent
coming from all four members
of the band.
It is overall beautifully composed bringing a sound that
hits you on an emotional level.
The Knowledge of Us may be
one of these bands that surprise us in the long run, with
songs that slowly creep on us
and become favourites.
— Claire Miglionico

from the electro house genre.
Headphones on or blasted to
the max, one can legitimately
feel like they are killing it on the
dance floor.
On a general basis, the
remixes are good and definitely
put you in a dance mood, but
there are more tracks than
needed
with
over-the-top
cheesy vocals accompanied by
intensely remixed beats. Daft
Punk’s “One More Time” is
unnecessarily remixed, killing
the song more than anything. It
makes one wonder why in the
hell that track got remixed in
the first place.
The opening track “Miami 2
Ibiza” is killer, with meshing
vocals and beats. “Show Me
Love” followed by “KNAS”
are epic tracks but “Meich
(Original Mix)/Clocks” is an
epic fail as it tries to remix
Coldplay’s
“Clocks”
with
techno beats. No one wants to
come across a dance version
of Coldplay!
— Claire Miglionico
across the country. Bonjay’s
sound definitely stands out,
that’s for sure; it is a unique
blend of R&B, dancehall and
electro beats executed by Ian
Swain — known by his stage
name of “Pho” while Alanna
Stuart provides us with sexy
smooth vocals. Broughtupsy is
filled with energetic danceable
beats. “Stumble” is a strong
opening song while “Creepin”
brings it home with an addictive vibe. Listeners will find
Bonjay is bringing something
new to the scene.
— Claire Miglionico
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Music is in my soul

Photos by Kevin Rushworth

Clockwise from top left: Lead singer Joanna Borromeo from the 6-piece soul band,
Joanna and the Acrobatiks, rocked the microphone at Local 522 on Nov. 13; over 15 local
hip-hop and rap acts took to the stage at the Distillery Public House on Remembrance
Day to remember those soldiers who have fallen in global conflicts; a Calgary audience
was moved to tears when the Watoto Ugandan choir took to the stage at First Assembly
Church on Nov. 7.
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THE LISTINGS PAGE
FILM
GLOBE
(617-8th Ave. S.W., 403-262-3308)
Nov. 18-Dec. 2, 2010
Call for screenings and times.
THE PLAZA
(1133 Kensington Rd. N.W., 2832222)
theplaza.ca
Nov. 18-Dec. 2, 2010
Call for screenings and times.
THE UPTOWN
(612-8 AVE. S.W., 265-0120)
theuptown.com
Nov. 18-Dec. 2, 2010
Call for screenings and times.

THEATRE
Ghost River Theatre: Dec.
9-18, One. 403-240-7469.
www.ghostrivertheatre.com.
Joyce Doolittle Theatre, 2140
Pumphouse Ave. SW.
Morpheus Theatre: Dec. 1519, Ali Baba and the Forty
Thieves. 403-216-0808. www.
morpheustheatre.ca. Pumphouse
Theatres, 2140 Pumphouse Ave.
SW.
Jubilations Dinner Theatre: Until
Feb. 6, 2011, night at the Museum
of Rock and Roll. 403-249-7799.
www.jubilations.ca. 1002 – 37 St.
SW.
Fire Exit Theatre: Dec. 15-18,
2000 Candles. 403-640-4617.
www.fireexit.ca. Engineered Air
Theatre, Epcor Centre, 205 – 8 Ave.
SE.
Ground Zero/Hit & Myth
Productions: Until Nov. 20,
Reasons to be Pretty. 403-2213708. gzt.com Studio Theatre,
Vertigo Theatre Centre, 115 – 9
Ave. SE.
Alberta Theatre Projects: Nov. 25
– Dec. 30, Seussical. 403-294-7402.
www.atplive.com. Martha Cohen
Theatre, Epcor Centre, 205 – 8 Ave.
SE.
Vertigo Mystery Theatre: Until
Dec. 12, The 39 Steps. 403-2213708. www.vertigotheatre.com.
Vertigo Theatre Centre, 115 – 9
Ave. SE.
Theatre Calgary: Dec. 2-26, A
Christmas Carol. 403-294-7440.
www.theatrecalgary.com. Max
Bell Theatre, Epcor Centre, 205 – 8

RECREATION

NEWS

Member registration for
winter programs
is on now!
Non-member registration starts
December 1 at 6:00 am.

403.440.6517
mtroyal.ca/recreation

Ave. SE.
U of C, Dept. of Drama: Nov.
30 – Dec. 11, Perfect Pie. 403-2107576. www.finearts.ucalgary.ca.
University Theatre, U of C.
Lunchbox Theatre: Nov. 22 – Dec.
18, With Bells On. 403-265-4292.
www.lunchboxtheatre.com.
Lunchbox Theatre, 115 – 9 Ave. SE.
Mob Hit Productions: Nov. 18-20
& 23-27, Based on a Totally True
Story. www.thisisamobhit.com.
Arrata Opera Centre, 1315 – 7 St.
SW.
Front Row Centre Players:
Until Nov. 20, Chess; Jan. 7-22,
The Producers. 403-263-0079.
frontrowcentre.ca Pumphouse
Theatres, 2140 Pumphouse Ave.
SW.
Sage Theatre: Nov. 24 – Dec.
4, The Blue Room. 403-2630079. www.sagetheatre.com.
Pumphouse Theatres, 2140
Pumphouse Ave. SW.
Loose Moose Theatre Company:
Fridays & Saturdays, Theatresports,
Micetro Impro, Gorilla Theatre,
and More or Less; All Oct.,
Homecoming 2010; Dec. 2-18,
Chrismoose Carol. 403-2655682. www.loosemoose.com.
Crossroads Market, 1235 – 26 Ave.
SE.
Downstage: Nov. 18-27, Uprising
@ Motel, Epcor Centre. 403-2947459. downstage.ca.

MUSIC
Mikey’s Juke Joint & Eatery:
Mondays: Steve Pineo’s Blue
Mondays; Tuesdays: Tim Williams;
Wednesdays: Pussy Willows hosts
Wednesday Night Open Mikey’s;
Nov. 18, Boogie Patrol; Nov. 19,
Matt Blais; Nov. 20, Heather Blush
and the Upper Cuts; Nov. 21,
Hot Sauce with Brent Wright,
Ben Harries, and Andy Erickson;
Nov.25, Ryan Cook; Nov. 26, The
Joe Defendants; Nov. 27, Ross
Neilsen; Nov. 28, Hot Sauce with
Brent Wright, Ben Harries, and
Andy Erickson; Dec. 2, Magnolia
Buckskin; Dec. 3, John Thiel Band;
Dec. 4, Jason Buie. 403-245-8833.
www.MikeysJukeJoint.com. 1901
– 10 Ave. SW.
Beat Niq Jazz & Social Club:
Nov. 18, Jeremy Coates Trio; Nov.
19, Marco Claveria Project; Nov.
20, Kronic Groove Ban d; Nov.
25, oliver Miguel Quinteto; Nov.
26 & 27, The Rubim de Toledo
Jazz Bossa Band; Dec. 1, Carsten
Rubeling Quintet featuring Eric
Bloom; Dec. 2, Thursday Night
Jam; Dec. 4, Melanie Doane
celebrates the 20th Anniversary
of Women’s Bobsleigh in Canada;
Dec. 16, Christmas Soul with
Camie Leard; Dec. 18, Johanna
Sillanpaa Christmas Show; Dec. 31,
New Years Eve Gala. 403-263-1650.
www.beatniq.com. 811 – 1 St. SW.
The Blues Can: Nov. 18, Bill
Dowey & The Blues Devils; Nov.
19-20, Harpdog Brown with
Graham Guest; Nov. 23, Mike
Watson & Randy Ousten; Nov. 24,
Tim Williams; Dec. 3-4, Donald Ray
Johnson. 403-262-2666. 1429 – 9
Ave. SE.
Ironwood Stage & Grill:
Wednesdays: Open Mic hosted
by Tim Leacock & Kit Johnson;
Saturdays 2-6: Blues Jam hosted

by Don Yuzwak; Last Sunday
of Month 2-5: Chicks with Licks
featuring Heather Blush and Trina
Nestibo; First Sunday of Month:
Fools on Stools with Tom Phillips
and Steve Coffey. Nov. 18, Peter
Katz and Roger Marin; Nov. 19,
Trent Olver and Slowcoaster;
Nov. 20, Trina Nestibo; Nov.
21, Frazey Ford; Nov. 22, Steve
Brockley; Nov. 23, Science Café;
Nov. 23, Doc MacLean; Nov. 25,
The Good Lovelies; Nov. 26,
Lee Harvey Osmond and Steve
Coffey & The Lokels; Nov. 27,
Valdy and Ralph Boyd Johnson
& the Inner City Outlaws; Nov. 28,
Rembetika Hipsters; Nov. 29-30,
Wil; Dec. 3, Darren Johnson and
Lou Pride. 403-269-5581. www.
ironwoodstage.ca. 1229 - 9 Ave.
SE.
Broken City: Mondays: Broken
City Monday Comedy Night;
Tuesdays: Broken City Wing Night
+ Punk Rock Binge = Broken
City Wingo; Nov. 18, Dave Lang
& The Black Squirrels with Kris
Demeanor; Nov. 19, Diamond
Rings with guests; Nov. 21, Quest
for Fire with guests; Nov. 22, Small
Sins with guests; Nov. 24, DJ Bryx
with Markuz Urealiaz, Napoleon
Skywalker, and Thomas D the
Canadian Ghost; Nov. 26, The ExBoyfriends with Sharp Ends and
guests; Dec. 1, Monotonix with
guests; Dec. 2, Black Dirt of the
West with Cripple Creek; Dec. 3,
Nix Dicksons and guests. 403-6086360. www.brokencity.ca. 613 – 11
Ave. SW.
BD&P World Music Series: Nov.
30, Bela Fleck and the Flecktones
with Alash . 403-299-8888.
epcorcentre.org. Epcor Centre, 201
– 8 Ave. SE.
Knox United Church: Nov. 24,
Barra MacNeils Christmas Concert;
Nov. 25, Steven Page; Mar. 24,
Stephen Fearing featuring Andy
White. www.knoxunited.ab.ca. 506
– 4 St. S.W.
Calgary Opera: Nov. 20, 24, &
26, Lucia di Lammermoor by
Donizetti. 403-262-7286. www.
jubileeauditorium.com/southern.
Jubilee Auditorium, 1415 – 14 Ave.
NW



DANCE

U of C Dance Program: Nov.
25-27, Dance Montage. finearts.
ucalgary.ca. University Theatre, U
of C.

VOLUNTEERS
OPEN YOUR ARMS. Be the first
point of contact for people who
have experienced an adverse
medical ordeal at Open Arms
Advocacy. Email Jill at ji_smith@
openarmsadvocacy.com.
WOMEN POWER. Women’s
Centre is looking for Peer Support
volunteers to give information,
referrals and support to women. 3
hour weekly shifts.Call 264-1155.
DO SOME GOOD. Volunteer 2
hours per week in the evenings
for
Peter Lougheed Centre. A 1-year
commitment needed. Call 403943-4780.

PHONE FRIENDS. Volunteers
needed to phone past supporters
who have held fundraising
activities to support the Food
Bank. Call Nollind at 403-3190841.
GIVE BACK. Carewest Gift Shop
volunteers are needed. Proceeds
of the Shop are donated back to
the Site to support equipment
and programs. Visit www.
carewest.ca
HAVE PASSION? Pacekids
Programs is looking for Gala
Committee members. Contact
Michelle for more details 403-9757876.
GOT A CAR? Deliver furniture for
NeighbourLink so families don’t
have to sleep on the floor. Call
LeeAnne at 403-538-7314.
ARTSY? Untitled Art Society
needs your help. Contact
Stephanie Anne Clark at
volunteer@untitledart.org
SANTA’S HELPERS. Calgary
Family Services is looking for
cheerful volunteers to help deliver
holiday hampers to vulnerable
seniors this holiday season.
Contact Sunny at sunnys@
calgaryfamily.org.
ZOOLIGHTS IS BACK! Volunteer
with your group in a variety of
opportunities at the Calgary Zoo.
Please contact Renée at reneef@
calgaryzoo.ab.ca.
COMPUTER SAVVY? Help the
Cerebral Palsy Association in
Alberta refresh their website.
Email Marci at marci@cpalberta.
com for information.
OLYMPIC FEVER? Special
Olympics Calgary needs
your help to enrich the lives
of our athletes. Email info@
specialolymmpicscalgary.ca.
CAN YOU TALK THE TALK? Calgary
Young Offender Centre is
recruiting volunteers to provide
a vital link between young
offenders and the community.
Contact taren.pinel@gov.ab.ca.
GET PHYSICAL. Become a
Victorian Order of Nurses
(VON) SMART Program Volunteer.
Contact Barb at barb.nichols@
von.ca.
CARE ABOUT HUMAN RIGHTS?
Volunteer researchers needed for
international democracy projects
for Foundation for Democratic
Advancement. Email Stephen at
fdadvancement@gmail.com.
STYLE SAVVY? Hairdresser
needed to cut hair, show styling
techniques for at-risk youth at
Hull Child and Family Services.
Email Lynn Collins at lcollins@
hullservices.ca.
THE CAT’S MEOW. Weekday
morning Shelter Cleaner
Volunteer position available
at MEOW Foundation.
Contact Paula at volunteer@
meowfoundation.com.
HANDY MAN? Teach youth how
to do minor repairs in their
household today with the Boys
and Girls Club! Email Nicky at
volunteer@bgcc.ab.ca.
MENTORS MATTER. Transform the
life of a young person. Volunteer
with Hull Child and Family
Services. Call Lynn at 403-2518061.
SPEAK OUT. UEnd needs a
volunteer who lives and breathes
Linked In to be our voice and
encourage corporations to adopt

our program. Email Kim at kim.
morrison@uend.org.
SPEND SOME TIME. Join
Extendicare Hillcrest and see the
sites of Calgary in the company
of a great senior. Email Barbara at
bmcgrego@extendicare.com.
PROJECT PROTEGE. The Ranche at
Fish Creek Restoration Society
is looking for a volunteer Project
Development Assistant. Email
Mitzie at mitziew@shaw.ca     
MUSIC MASTER? Volunteer with
Salvation Army this Christmas.
Call Priscilla at 403-410-1122.
MANAGEMENT MINDED.
Deaf & Hard of Hearing
Society needs an experienced
general contractor to provide
advice on planning for capital
improvements. Email Christina at
christina.smith@dhhs.ca
BE A SNOW ANGEL! Volunteer
with Accessible Housing
Society. Contact Holly at holly@
ahscalgary.ca
JOIN US. Various volunteer
positions are now available at
Habitat for Humanity’s brand
new Sunridge ReStore. Email
volunteers@habitatcalgary.ca.
B-I-N-G-O. Bingo caller or
assistants needed for a group of
elders every Monday at 2:00 pm
at the Extendicare Cedars Villa.
Contact bmcgregor@extendicare.
com.
THINK GREEN! AB Chinese
Canadian Friendship
Association needs help to build
a youth green environment team.
Email Maggie at info@accfa.ca
THINK BIG. Volunteer as a Board
Member with Calgary Centre for
Global Community. Email Judie
at executivedirectors@calgarycgc.
org.
SOCIAL MEDIA FANATICS. If you
live and breathe social media.
UEnd needs social media
volunteers to blog, post of Fbook
and Twitter. Email Kim at kim.
morrison@uend.org.
CHRISTMAS CHEER. Spend
Christmas volunteering at Easter
Seals Camp Horizon for adults
with disabilities. Contact Julie at
julie@easterseals.ab.ca.
MEDICAL MAGIC. Do you
have some time to assist
Extendicare Hillcrest’s elders
with keeping their fluid intake
up? Opportunities at 10:00am
or 2:00pm any day. Email
bmcgregor@extendicare.com

ART
Military Museums: Until Jan.
31, 2011, War Art Now; Until Jan.
31, 2011, Unravelling the Yarns:
War Rugs and Soldiers; Until Jan.
31, 2011, Canopy; Until 2011, The
Enigma Machine. 403-240-9723.
www.themilitarymuseums.ca.
4520 Crowchild Trail SW.

LITERARY
Military Museums: Nov. 18,
Courage under canvas: Story of
Nursing Sister Margaret Brown,
a lecture by Mary Hays. 403-2409723. www.themilitarymuseums.
ca. 4520 Crowchild Trail SW.
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The Class of 2010 is introduced to the media during a ceremony at the Telus Convention Centre Nov. 10. Back row, front
left, Jean-Luc Brassard, Patrick Roy, Dr. Roger Jackson and Jacques Villeneuve. Front row, from left, Kyle Shewfelt, Clara
Hughes, Chantal Petitclerc and Scott Ackles (representing Bob Ackles).

Sports halls of fame
welcomes class of 2010
Roy, Petitclerc among honorees
by Blaine Meller
Sports Editor

A Stanley Cup-winning goaltender and four gold medalwinning Olympian are among
the new inductees into Canada’s Sports Hall of Fame.
For the first time since 1987,
Calgary – the new permanent
home for the hall – hosted the
annual induction gala where
eight new members were welcomed. In total, the hall now
has 514 members representing
58 different sports.
Jacques Villeneuve, Kyle
Shewfelt, Patrick Roy, Chantal
Petitclerc, Clara Hughes, JeanLuc Brassard, Dr. Roger Jackson and Bob Ackles were officially introduced to the media
during a Nov. 10 press conference at the Telus Convention
Centre.
The 40,000-square-foot hall,
currently under construction
at Canada Olympic Park at a
cost of $50 million, is slated
to open to the public July 1,
2011.
For Roy, it was a fitting return to Calgary, the city where
he captured his first Stanley
Cup as a member of the 1986
Montreal Canadiens.
“That was a key moment in

my career,” Roy said. “Winning in 1986, it gave a lift every young player needs. I was
a rookie, and you want to establish yourself.”
“By winning the Stanley Cup
in your first year, it proved to
the world that you can make a
difference when crunch time
comes.”
Roy, winner of four Stanley Cups with Montreal and
Colorado, said coaches often
suggested he deviate from the
butterfly style of goaltending
he eventually made famous.
He credited goalie coach Francois Allaire with supporting
him early in his career.
Roy,
co-owner,
general
manager and head coach of
the Quebec Remparts of the
Quebec Major Junior Hockey League, was honoured to
share the stage with his fellow
inductees.
“Hockey is so popular in
Canada, sometimes it overshadows the other sports,”
he said. “This really helps me
look back at what I’ve done,
and what the people around
me have done, and how hard
they have worked to get here.”
For Petitclerc, the induction
was a validation of sorts.
At age 13, the Quebec native

lost the use of her legs after
a barn door fell on her. Five
years later, she discovered
wheelchair racing and has
since made history.
Petitclerc captured 10 consecutive gold medals at the
2004 and 2008 Paralympic
Games, sweeping the 100
m, 200 m, 400 m, 800 m and
1500 m events. In total, she
has claimed 21 medals over
five Paralympics.
Among her other accolades are the 2008 Lou Marsh
Award, given to Canada’s top
athlete and the United States
Sports Academy’s Juan Antonio Samaranch IOC Disabled
Athlete Award in June 2010.
Petitclerc was also appointed
with a Companion of the Order of Canada in 2009.
Petitclerc said Paralympians
often don’t receive the recognition or accolades bestowed
on “regular” athletes, something she hopes will continue
to change.
“As a country, we should be
proud of how we recognize
the Paralympics and our paralympians like we do regular
athletes, because not all countries do,” she said.
That
change started to
come following the 1996 Sum-

mer Olympics in Atlanta, an
event Petitclerc described as a
“second-class” games for the
paralympic athletes. She said
the organization, food, and accommodations were far different than what was offered to
the regular athletes.
There was a time where cities that were bidding on the
Olympics did not have to tender a bid on the Paralympics.
Now, organizing committees
must include both in their bid
proposals, something that is
increasing exposure to the
Paralympics.
Petitclerc, who also finished
24th in the wheelchair division of the 2010 New York City
Marathon Nov. 7, said the Vancouver games were also a step
forward. She was particularly
thrilled to see the sledge hockey final sold out.
Now retired from wheelchair racing, Petitclerc wants
her legacy to be one of inspiration. Not only does she hope a
new group of female Canadian
athletes challenge her records,
but she wants people to understand a bigger message.
“I want people to understand that it is possible to
overcome great obstacles.”

SPORTS EDITOR:
Blaine Meller
sportseditor@TheReflector.ca
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BY THE
NUMBERS

10:

The career plus-minus
rating of Ron Francis.
Francis, currently No. 4
all-time in NHL scoring,
is the only player in
the top-12 in career
points with a minus
rating.

88:

Consecutive National
Football League
games started by QB
Brett Favre.

3,604:

Total number of
yards for the Calgary
Stampeders’ top trio
of receivers, Nik Lewis,
Ken-Yon Rambo and
Romby Bryant. The
Stamps were the only
CFL team to have three
1,000-yard receivers
this season.
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B-ballers off to
mixed start
by Blaine Meller
Sports Editor

Photo by James Paton

Tanika Dawson skates through some Trojans defenders on the way to a 4-1 win over SAIT,
Saturday, November 13. At press time, the women are a perfect 8-0.

The Mount Royal Cougars
women’s basketball team is off
to a strong start this season.
The Cougars currently sit second the south division with a
5-1 record, thanks in large part
to the contributions of fifth-year
forward Jamie Morck.
As of Nov. 15, Morck sits
fourth in ACAC south division
scoring (15.17 points per game),
second in field goal percentage
(54.9), first in rebounds per
game (10.5) and tied for first in
blocks per game (1.00).
Also having a strong season for the Cougars are Carrie
Pickering and Emily Larson.
Pickering, a second-year forward, is fourth in field goal
percentage (51.0) and third in

rebound per game (9.17) while
third-year guard Larson is first
in assists per game, averaging
five.
The Cougars defeated NAIT
59-47 and fell to Grande Prairie
68-56 on Nov. 12 and 13.
On the men’s side, the
Cougars sit tied for third with a
3-3 record after splitting a pair
of home games. The Cougars
fell to NAIT 93-72 Nov. 12 before rebounding with a 100-83
over Grande Prairie the following night.
Leading the way for the
Cougars are fourth-year guard
Steve Trinidad and fifth-year
guard Cam Dodd. Trinidad is
second in south division scoring, averaging 20.83 points per
game while Dodd is second in
steals per game (2.67) and second in assists per game (5.83).

BRENTWOOD VILLAGE
DENTAL CLINI C
Ask about our

FREE
whitening
promotion

DR.
DR.RONDA
RONDASALLOUM
SALLOUMAND
ANDDR
DRCHRIS
CHRISORR,
ORR,DR
DRW.W.ELSAGHIR,
ELSAGHIR,
DR. AMIT
PATEL,
DR
RAI,
DR
VRANJES
DR. RAI, AND DR. VRANJES

GENERAL DENTISTRY PRACTICE
Mount Royal students
enrolled in the MRU
health and dental plan
are covered at
Brentwood Village
Dental Clinic
100% Exams, Cleanings
and Fillings
70 % Root Canals
We extract wisdom teeth
in our ofﬁce

NO NEED TO
PAY UP FRONT
FOR COVERED
SERVICES
We bill studentís
insurance directly
We directly bill most
insurance companies even if
youíre not covered by MRUís
student insurance plan

Conveniently located in the
Brentwood Village Mall close to
the Brentwood and University
C-Train Stations

Monday - Friday 8 am - 8 pm Saturday 8:30 am - 4:30 pm

3630 Brentwood Road NW 403-210-5050

Photo by Josh Naud

Jamie Morck of the Cougars women’s basketball team looks
for an opening against Carelle Bergen-Henengouwen of NAIT
Nov. 12. The Cougars won the contest 59-47.
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Cougars feeding off special teams
Team’s penalty killing,
defense leading ACAC
Sports Editor

Going into the 2010-11 season, Jean Laforest, head coach
of the Cougars men’s hockey
team, was cautiously optimistic.
Fourteen new bodies on
the team meant he would be
preaching his message to a new
audience, but it was a challenge
he welcomed. The team was
young, but found added size and
depth on defense and seemed
receptive to what Laforest was
teaching.
Ten games into the season, it
appears the message is being received.
The Cougars currently sit in
first place in the ACAC and looking at the numbers, it’s easy to
see why: they have allowed the
fewest goals against, they’re third
in scoring, and they have the second best power-play and the topranked penalty killing unit.
“Special teams have definitely
been a strong point with us so
far. I hope it continues,” Laforest
said.
The Cougars’ penalty killing
deserves a lot of credit for the
team’s 7-1-2 record (at press
time). Mount Royal is the second-most penalized team in the
ACAC, yet they have a success
rate of 90 per cent while shorthanded. In 10 games this season,
Mount Royal has amassed 308
penalty minutes, second only
to SAIT’s 359. Oddly enough,
the teams sit first and second in
league standings, respectively.
“It’s nice to know not all of our
strengths are in just one area,”
Laforest said. “What the power
play does is allow for timely
goals, both for and against. We

know we’re going to get put into
the (penalty) box.
“It’s a matter of taking advantage of your opportunities
and limiting your opponents on
theirs.”
Goaltenders Dan Spence and
Justin Cote have also contributed to the Cougars’ strong start.
Spence is second in the league
with 1.71 goals against average and a .923 save percentage,
while Cote is third with 1.76
goals against average and .927
save percentage.
Combined, the Cougars’ goalies have surrendered only 17
goals in 10 games.
Laforest says his team is lucky
to have this goaltending duo.
“They bring two different profiles,” he said. “Dan brings a lot
of Western Hockey League experience and Justin was all-conference. They have both been
really solid.”
After 10 games, the coaching
staff has relevant statistics to
help set goals and judge performance. This will allow the team
to set more concrete goals than
they could earlier in the season.
Laforest said the danger in
setting specific goals before the
season, or too early in the season — something he has done in
past years — is that they can be
unrealistic, or in some cases, too
easy to achieve.
Still, he knows the Cougars
will have to continue their
strong play on defense and special teams to be successful the
remainder of the season.
The Cougars host SAIT Nov.
19 at 7:30 p.m., followed by
back-to-back home dates against
Briercrest Nov. 26 and 27 at 7:30
p.m. and 2 p.m. respectively.

Cougars among
country’s best
According to the Canadian
Colleges Athletic Association,
the Mount Royal men’s and
women’s volleyball and basketball teams are among Canada’s
best.
According to CCAA rankings released Nov. 9, the women’s volleyball squad is No. 3
in Canada while the men are
in eleventh. The teams have
captured 29 Alberta Colleges
Athletic Conference titles between them, 12 for the women
and 17 for the men, who also
have seven national titles to
their credit.

The women’s basketball team
sits 10th in the rankings and the
men 12th. The women have
won 16 ACAC and one CCAA
title, and the men have captured
11 provincial and two national
crowns.
The volleyball teams have
three home dates remaining
this month, Nov. 19 versus
Lethbridge and Nov. 26 and 27
against Briercrest.
The basketball teams’ next
home games are Nov. 27 when
they both tip off against Red
Deer College.
— Blaine Meller
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Jessie Tresierra and the men’s hockey team came up short in a 3-1 loss to Augustana
University College. The Cougars host SAIT Nov. 19, then play Briercrest back-to-back on
Nov. 26 and 27.
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by Blaine Meller

Find
Your
Place
Studies in Aging
Winter courses:
• PHeD 3385 Physical Activity &
the Older Adult (face-to-face)
• sAGe 4403 Health and Aging
(online)
• sAGe 4407 Aging and Physical 		
Health (online)
• sAGe 4409 Nursing with Older 		
Adults (online)
CONtACt:

(403) 440.6882
mrogerson@mtroyal.ca
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